


HASPL For A Better Future

We aim to produce software that meets or exceeds customer expectations, 

reaches completion within quality, time and cost estimate.

Software Development

We provide solutions in the form of  software or automated machinery to 

improve the efficiency of logistics operations .

Warehouse & Logistics Solutions

We help to design, build program for multiple disciplines by incorporating 

robotic machines which will reduce the task done by human worker.

Robotics & Automation

Problem? The Solution: HASPL
We believe our customers are small, medium, & large-sized business

people. Problem - Who cannot easily measure campaign ROI because

existing solutions are too expensive, complicated to deploy, display a

dizzying array of non-actionable charts. Solution - We provide Low cost,

easy to deploy analytic system designed for IT Automations who need

actionable metrics.
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HASPL Values

We value our customer’s requirements 

and support them to meet or exceed their 

expectations. 

SUPPORT SERVICES

We have the  future experts, who are 

empowered with innovation skills for 

serving with the latest technology.

STRATEGY

The design and implementation that make 

the difference from what we are to others.

IMPLEMENTATION

We combine data and analysis to find 

meaning and increase understanding of a 

situation, resulting in some competitive 

advantage for your business.
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Warehouse Process

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

HASPL gives you the method of tracking physical 

assets, either by scanning barcode labels attached to 

the assets or by using tags, GPS, BLE or RFID 

which broadcast their location. 

ASSET TRACKING

Kitting is a  process in which individually separate but 

related items are grouped together by picking 

process, packaged, and supplied  together as one 

unit.

KITTING PROCESS

As per the customer’s requirements we help in 

finding and extracting the products from a warehouse 

to fulfill their needs.

PICKING PROCESS

Once the kitting is done the goods are ready to get 

dispatched and the customer receives the goods as 

soon as possible

OUTWARD OF MATERIALS
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Pick & Put Technologies

Is a paperless, hands-free system that 

employs easy-to-understand voice prompts 

to direct warehouse operators to picking 

locations, and to instruct them in picking 

tasks.

Voice based Picking

Is a hand-held or stationary input device 

used to capture and read information 

contained in a bar code  and to update the 

picking  for confirmation

Barcode scan based picking

Is a system which makes manual picking 

fast and error-free. Using 2D barcodes to 

interact with the storage environment, this 

technology displays the information at the 

exact location and time required via a See-

Through-Display. 

Vision based Picking

Is a system for picking items from 

warehouse shelves using lights to direct 

workers. As opposed to other warehouse 

picking systems, pick to light allows for fast 

collection without a list. A typical light-based 

picking system uses different colored LED 

lights along with a series of letters and 

numbers.  

Light based Picking
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Robotics & 

Automation Solutions

ROBOTIC ARM
Robotic Arm is used 

for multiple industrial 

applications, from 

welding, material 

handling and thermal 

spraying to painting and 

drilling. 

AGV
Automatic Guided Vehicle 

(AGV) is a robot that 

follows markers or uses 

GPS or lasers. They are 

most often used in 

industrial. applications to 

move materials around a 

manufacturing facility©HASPL 2019



Human Resource Management System

T&A has options to store attendance 

details using a) direct readers 

integration b) time card manual entry c) 

cumulative consolidated attendance, 

OT and leave details.

T&A Management

Employee's Salary computation becomes effortless 

with Payroll Process. Salary Calculation, PF, ESI 

Returns, Leave Calculation, OT, Pay Slip, Pay 

Register, generation of statutory reports and many 

more reports.

.

Payroll

Is a process that introduces new 

employees to an organization and its 

culture. Strategies to help a worker 

become acclimated include orientation, 

training, mentoring and employee social 

events

On Boarding Process

Is a process of identifying the jobs 

vacancy, analyzing the job 

requirements, reviewing applications, 

screening, short listing and selecting 

the right candidate.

Recruitment

Is a tracking of employees travel and claim 

related expenses for business purchases or 

business travels. Easily track receipts and 

manage expenses.

Expense Management

Is a solution that fits every organizational 

structure. From enterprise to small 

business, Visitor Management simplifies 

visitor registration and sign-in, while 

ensuring compliance and workplace 

security.

Visitor Management

Is a systematic process of 

developing, operating, 

maintaining, upgrading, and 

disposing of assets in the 

most cost-effective manner 

including all costs, risks and 

performance attributes.

Asset Management
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Artificial Intelligence

Uses machine learning to suggest apps to 

users based on their habits. It can 

automatically anticipate your next action 

based on the current action and show you 

a shortcut to take you straight to the 

section of the particular app that deals 

with it.

ANDROID APPLICATION

IOT is about connecting machines and 

making use of the data generated from 

those machines. IOT and AI together in 

this context, i.e. 'connected intelligence' 

and not just connected devices.

INTERNET OF THINGS

Data analysis refers to reviewing data 

from past events for patterns. ... AI 

machine learning analyzes data, makes 

assumptions, learns and provides 

predictions at a scale and depth of detail 

impossible for individual human analysts.

DATA ANALYTICS

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the simulation 

of human intelligence processes by 

machines, especially computer systems.

These processes include learning the 

acquisition of information and rules for 

using the information.

AI

Video analytics today offers the ability to 

detect when a human is approaching a 

restricted area and raise an alert.

VIDEO ANALYTICS

Vision sensor systems can reduce a 

system's requirements for the 

environment, such as background, 

occlusion, location, and can enhance the 

adaptability and processing speed of the 

complex environment of the system.

VISION SENSOR
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Software Development

Java is a general-purpose programming language that is class-

based, object-oriented, and designed to have as few 

implementation dependencies as possible.

Java

SQL is Structured Query Language, which is a computer 

language for storing, manipulating and retrieving data stored in a 

relational database.

SQL

Big Data refers to the strategy of analyzing large volumes of data.

Big Data

Python is a programming language for developing both desktop 

and web applications.

Python

Android Studio is the official integrated development environment 

for Google's Android operating system, built on JetBrains' IntelliJ 

IDEA software and designed specifically for Android development.

Android Studio
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Just about any computing and networking 

device logs data. The amount of data being 

logged quickly becomes unwieldy. Big data can 

easily manage that amount of data, allowing 

administrators to monitor network activity, 

diagnose problems and provide solutions 

instantly..

.

Network Marketing

Behavioral analytics is a tool that reveals the 

actions users take within a digital product. It 

organizes raw event data such as clicks into a 

timeline of each user's behavior, also known as 

a user journey

Behavior Analytics

Behavior

Analytics 

Network 

Marketing

Predictive Analytics is a process of extracting 

information from existing data sets in order to 

determine patterns and predict future 

outcomes and trends. Predictive analytics does 

not tell you what will happen in the future.

Predictive Analytics

Big Data
Big Data has a combination of structured 

unstructured and semi-structured data. 

This Data inundates a business on a day-

to-day basis. Big Data refers to the 

strategy of analyzing large volumes of 

data. Our aim is to manage all these data 

by uncovering patterns and connections 

that might otherwise be invisible, and that 

might provide valuable insights about the 

users who  have created it. All of these 

data are gathered from a wide variety of 

sources, including social networks, 

videos, digital images, sensors, and sales 

transaction records. 

Predictive 

Analytics
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Contact us

Customer Satisfaction Is Our Satisfaction.

One Stop Solution For All Your Requirements. 

Assured Quality.

Timely Delivery.

Hesperus Automation 

System Pvt Ltd

HASPL sales@hesperusinfo.com

No. 4, 11th Avenue, 

Ashok Nagar,

Chennai 600 083
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